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ABSTRACT 
MASTER 

Conventional theoretical predictions for padroni* production of 
heavy quarks (QQ> are reviewed and confronted with data. Perturbatlve 
hard scattering predictions agree qualitatively well with hidden QQ-
production (e.g., i|>,x.T) whereas for open qQ-production (e.g., pp •* 
AjX) additional mechanism* or Inputs are needed to explain the for-
vardly produced *+ at ISR, It la suggested that t';< presence of 
cc-palrs on the 1-2Z level In Che hadron Fock state decomposltitn 
(intrinsic charm) gives a natural description of the ISR data. The 
theoretical foundations of the intrinsic charm hypotheses together 
with Its consequences for leptoh-lnduced reactions is discussed In 
some detail. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important results recently obtained at the ISR 

has been the observation of charm with remarkably high cross section* 
{0.1-0.5 mb) and with momentum distributions indicating diffraction-
like production mechanism*..'~e This experimental fact is in contra
diction with what is expected from hard scattering mechanisms which 
predict 0 ^ * 50 |ib at ISR energies with soft xp-spectra for the ob
served charmed particles.9 (It should be noted however that at S W 
and FRAL energies these features of the ISR ec-production has not yet 
bean settled.) As far as hadronlc production of hidden charm Is con
cerned (e.g., pp •* vX) the predictions from hard scattering mechanisms 
seam to be confirmed by experiments.9 in particular the leading sub-
process gg •* P-ntate + X has been observed explicitly b'< the 

experimental presence of accompanying photons. 0 

Although the nucleon is usually regarded as a three-quark bound 
state, its actual Fock state structure in Quantum Chromodynamics Is 
expected to be more complicated. The proton has a decomposition of 
free Hamiltonian eigenetatea1'> *J 

|mid), juudg), |uud<jq>, ... (1) 
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s - ' I 
A nonaegllglble lutulcc> state In (1) (Intrinsic cham) Is expected to 
give fast AJ's In hadron-lnduced reactions since cm a long tine scale 
the five constituents should have the same velocity. I 3« 1 M 

^-production from these |uddcc} states should however be suppressed 
due to in particular small wavefunction overlap.^ A Bag calculation15 

of the cc-nixture gives P(|«udcc» - IX, which Is compatible with the 
cross section for pp -* A{X observed at ISR. It is of course crucial 
end of utmost Interest to confront the amount of Intrinsic chani with 
data on leptoproduction. Unfortunately measurement on F^arm from 
* « •* n"|f+X has not vet been performed for nigh enough xB* to provide 
a crucial test. Some indirect indications of intrinsic charm exist 
though: The different values of W Q as weeewfld la uH and vN at 
high Q2 c a n in fact be explained by the onset of cham production 
which takes place differently in the tvo reactions. 1 6 Also for the 
unexpectedly high rate of observed sane sign dlnuons in v-reactlons 
the IX Intrinsic chara contititiites substantially in the right 
direction.14 

This talk is organized as follows; We first (Sect. 2} review the 
theoretical expectations for heavy evartc production starting with 
estimates for "soft" production mechanisms end then elaborating more 
on what 1B expected from perturbative QCD both with regard to hidden 
and open heavy flavor production. Comparisons with experimental data 
on ce are found In Sect. 3. In Sect, 4 a general discussion of 
higher Fock state decomposition of hadronic_states is given and In 
Sect. 5 ue argue for the existence of juudec) or the 1% level and 
compute the resulting c(x) distributions. Kadronic pruductlon of 
chara Is discussed in Sect. 6. in Sect. 7 our model for c(x) is con
fronted with date from leptoproduction exporiaents. 

2. "CONVEKTIOSAL" THEOfKgTXGAL EXPECKaTKSE 
FOR HEAVY qOAHK PROBTCTCCN 

The production of heavy quarks In hndronle collisions from soft 
mechsnlsmB is normally expected to be very suppressed. As en 
example, when considering hadronlc productions of particles as a 
tunneling phenomena one finds the probability to produce a on. 
«N)-pafr" 

P<«.q) - expC-infy <2) 

where si; • /p^ + ra* and < is the string constant *0.2 GeV 2. Using 
my • tn,! « 0 MeV, me - 100 MeV, mc - 1500 MeV and < p ^ « 350 MeV ons 
gets from Eq. (2) 

u:d:s:c * i:l;^:l<fl0 <3) 

(The en-suppression, 1/3* agrees with data in a cascade picture.) 
The reason for the strong suppression of c-onark. production 

is that it is very difficult to localise the energy of a substantial 
pare of a string. Also in other pictures one obtains a strong 



suppression. Fo* example in the statistical oodel l a approach the 
probability for B-Beso» production is given by 

F *- cxp(-2n^/160 McV) (4) 

which gives the ratio n:K:D • l!0.13:3.10~5. 
However, *lnce large masse* at* involved one expects that per-

turbative QCD Is applicable. In fact It turns out that the perturbs-
tive contribution strongly dominates over the soft one* This Is in 
contrast to, for example, large o^-production where perturbatlve QCD 
Is only responsible for the fall of the spectrum. 

He will divide the discussion of the perturbative QCD predictions 
into two parts—hidden and open heavy quark production; 
A* Hidden Heavy Quark Production 

Hadronic production of hidden heavy quark pairs, e.g., $, can 
take place through the following hard scattering suhprocesses'9 (see 
K g * 1> 

qq * * (5a) 
cc * i/ (5b) 

g g * p- state •+ x + y (or 3ti) (5c) 
qq -* P-state -> ifi + y (or 3fl) <5e") 

$ ~ $ -

3/ *»r.3"1.' 

Pig. 1. lowest order QCD sub-
processes for hadron •*• hadroa 
$ + X. 

At high energies the gluon-gluon amalgamation process (5c) is the \*i\V ' 
uost Important due to the abundance of gluons. In the case of cc- ,"« ' „"» 
production the P-state in Eq. (5c) is X(3415) or StC3555)> the cross '* 
section for, e.g., jp •» <|iX with any of the stibprecesaes above is 
given by convolution integrals of the type 
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0{pp + « « F ~ r<X * 8g) 4 
j j d x ^ Gg^CXj) Gg/pCx^Mx^s - H£) (6) 

where G„/p(x) are the gluon (or quark) distributions respectively 
and F is an undetermined "fudge"-factor representing uncertainty in 
color rearrangement, etc. 2 0 

This hard scattering picture, where the gluon amalgamation 
process (Sc) dominates, is supported by the fact that accompanying 
photons in connection with ^-productions have been observed (for 
details s«e Kef. 21) with the experimental values*& 

J0.70 ± 0.26 
»(x - *V> " =* " { < ?) 

Furthermore, ̂ '-productionseems to be suppressed in hadron-hadron 
collisions24 vhich also supports the gg * X * *1f picture since 
tti^ < Bt̂ i. Also 5(s) and do/dxp from Eq. (6) agrees well with experi
mental data oa pA * îX when using gluon distribution9 

G g / p(n) - J (1 - x) 3 W 

Similarly T production can be fitted by a stepper distribution 

C s / pCx> - ± U - « ) 6 

as expected from ({CD-evolution. 
At lower energies sae expects for ?J"8 and p^-reactions the <jq~ 

subproceases to i« more important. In fact, this is apparent from 
the p/p-taeio in ^-production23 and the much larger cross section 
found for T with plan beams2'' a« compared to proton beams at the 
same energies. 

In somsary, all th* expected features irom lowest order graphs 
Eq, (S) seen to fc« met by experiment. We now turn to the open 
charo production. 

8- Cpen Heavy Quark Production 

In the case of open QQ production the following hard scattering 
processes contribute25 (see Fig. 2a,b) 

qq * QQ (9ft> 

g g - qq (9W 

together with the flavor excitation processes26 {Fig. Zc) 

qQ(Q) - <&(% (10) 



y~~\« 
la] 

a: y x 
(D) 

qY 'W w Y 
Fig. 2. Lowest order QCD aub-
processas for hadrou + badroa •+ 
QQ + X. 

Predictions Eros the latter ones are uncertain since the heavy quark 
distribution Q6c) is not m i l known. 

Again the gluon maBljomation prooofld (9b) is dominant at high 
energies due to the abundflftce of low-* gluon*' The cross section is 
given by convolution of distribution function* and the subpVocaas 
cross section (8) 

o(h + h * qj& - If. v - - s Win 
V2 > xnin' s (11) 
dXjdXj C(x.) 0(x 2)9(x 1,x 2,s) 

Before cont-ving resulting cross sections and distributions with data 
on chars, we comment on the theoretical uncertainties entering 
Eq. (11), 

1) The lower limit of Eq. (11). The tiue kinematical threshold 
is 2m D but 2n c is prasunably core relevant since rhe charmed hadrons are formed in a fragnentatlon/ructmbination process, thereby gaining 
energy. 

ii) The Value of m^. Most authors use «t = 1.6 GeV. A lower 
valve like Be * 1.2 GeV, as obtained froa potential calculations, 
would increase the cross section by a factor 4. 

ill) Higher order graphs are not yet include*, 
iv) Higher twist contributions, These are unknown and could be 

important at such small musses as m c • l.fi CtV. 
From Eq. (11) the cross section for cc ai i bC-productlon in the FNAL 
xSPS)-ISR energy range is given by («co Fig. 3) 



a (re) • 1-50 yib 

ofl>6) - 0,1-140 nb 
(12) 

The energy dependence is logarithmic which is due to the l/x-beh«*ior 
of the gluon distributions. The single particle spectrum for the ob
served charmed madrons are expected to be soft, reflecting the ineom-
ing gluon distributions. 

3. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
ON OTEH CHARM PRODUCTION 

The experimental results on charm production ere reviewed In 
detail in Ref, 27. Here vc only briefly mention the moat important 
results, they are: 

1) At 1SR one observes a large cross section (0.1-0.5 nb) for 
the reaction pp -*• A+X (see Fig, 3b). 

ii) Moreover, the 4+ tteeas to be produced diffraccively is tbe 
forward region of plume space (see Fig. fa.b). At least one of the 
experiments has an explicit diffractlve trigger.2 

H i ) At SIS/TKAL experiments the situation is not so cleats 
One experiment with a diffraetive trigger, 2 6 ir~p * BMt obeervas a 
forwardly oriented single particle ipectrum. However, Indirect 
information from bean dump exptritnent* are consistent with the soft 
xp-*?«ctra typical fot bard scattaring mechanisms.17 

iv} Also recently signals from forward ly produced Aj, at ISR 
have been reported.*s 

IO0O 

Fig. 3. n) o(nH + ccX) as a function 
of cm,s. energy, from Ref. 9. 
b) o(KN * ccX) as a function of C.ffl.S< 
energy, iron Raf. 9. 
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oA° L*=SJGevl 
• A« U£<53,63GtVl 

UCLA-56CU> • 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 

Fig. 4. a) do/d|xl for A+ at 53 and 
63 GeV.1 The smooth curve is a fit 
to the A B data points, b) Urniorroulized 
XL-distribution for A* from rof. 8. 

Concerning the large cross sections observed at ISR, one could 
imagine to use a very low vnlue for m c [Eq, (11)1 (n>c "1*2 CeV) and 
thereby approach the ISfi data (see Fig. 3). This is however not an 
attractive solution, since the good agreement of the quark-gluon 
fusion model with yp •* ccX data for m c = 1.5 GeV would then be 
destroyed. 

The other, and more interesting, discrepancy with the hard 
scattering approach is the XF-spcctrum of AJ (see Fig. ft): Front 
general grounds one would expect" the Aj wave function to favor con
figurations where the c-q«arks have the most mosBentua (see Fig. 5), 

On the other hand, the c-quarks 
produced in a hard scattering 

~ ' •* **<: ~"""pc process have small x. Hence such 
-»C U _ ^o c-quarkS would most unlikely end 

fl up in s fast A+. It is tempting 
"**" ' to conclude that the only way to 

produce fast Aj is to have hard 
c(c)-quarks initially present in 
the proton, i.e., |uudcc) 
states.*3*li4 We will discuss this 
intrinsic charm hypothesis in same 
detail below. 

to) mi 
Fig. 5. a) Typical quark momen
tum configuration in a fl£. 
bl Typical quark momentum configu
ration after a hard scattering 
with a alow c-o,uark and two fast 
valencz quarks. 
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4. KADROHIC FOCK STATE BECOMPOSIXIOHS 

As mentioned in the introduction, the proton has a general de
composition in terms of color singlet eigenstatcs of the free 
Haniltonian. The existence of higher proton Fock states like in Eq. 
(2) has as far as fuudg) states »ome support from Madron spectroscopyr 
The p-i mass splitting (6E), which Is believed to originate from the 
one gluon exchange graph, is by cutting the diagram in Fig. 6 related 
to the probability of having extra gluon states, (Kjuudg))), through 
the relation 

6E P{|uudg»{E, uud 
glucn 
nodes 

uudg <13) 

It has also been argued that extra Valence gluons 
are needed in the D-meson in order to explain the \ 

t-it J1..AJ 
Fig. 6. One gluon 
exchange diagram 
responsible for 
spin-spin split
ting of masses and 
the existence Df 
higher Fock states 
containing an 
extra gluon. 

ference can he due to the W-excbange graph possible 
for D* (but not 0+) provided the Helicity suppres-
sion is relaxed by the presence of extra valence 
gluona.2^ 

Also in an analysis by Bredsky* Haang and 
Lepage,30 it is shown that rigorous constraints 
from tt * uv and it •+ y\ decays gives_a probability 
<0.25 for having a pitm in a pure qq-state for a 
large class of wavefunctions, 

In the next section we explore the conse
quences of heavy quark pairs Q(3 in the Fock state 
decomposition of the hound state uavefunction of 
ordinary mesons and baryons. Although proton 
states such as |uudcc > and |uudbb)are surely rare, the existence of 
hidden charm and other heavy quarks vitfcin the proton bound state 
will lead to a number of striking phenoraenologicol consequences. 

£t is important to distinguish two types of contribution to the 
hadren quark and gluon distributions: extrinsic and intrinsic. 
Extrinsic quarks and glvons are generated on a short time scale in 
association with a large transverse momentum reaction; their distri
butions can be derived from QCD bremsstrahlung and pair production 
processes and lead to standard (JCD evolution. The intrinsic quar/.j 
and gluons exist over 3 time scale independent of any probe momeiteuffl, 
end are associated with the bound state hadron dynamics.__ ln_paeeicu-
lar, we expect the presence of intrinsic heavy quarks, cc, bb, etc., 
within the proton state by virtue of gluwi exchange and vacuum 
polarization graphs as illustrated in Fig. 7, 

the "extrinsic" quarks and gluons correspond to the standard 
bremsstrahlung and qq pair production processes of perturbattve <JCP. 
Thesa perturbative contributions yield uavefunctions with minteal 
power-law fall-off 

8 



KM-
Fig. 7. Bfagrws which give rise 
to the intrinsic heavy quarks 
((H) within the proton. Curly 
and dashed lines represent trans
verse and longitudinal-scalar 
(instantaneous) gluoni, 
respectively. 

^(•ij-Vl* ~ (1A) 
il 

and lead to the logarithmic evolu
tion of the structure functions. 
In contrast, the Intrinsic contri
butions to the quark distribution 
are associated with the bound 
state dynamics and necessarily 
have a Taster fall-off In 
kjjtg - 1/kJ or faster 1 5). The 
intrinsic states thus contribute 
to the initial quark and gluon 
distributions. K sinple illustra
tion of extrinsic and Intrinsic 
|intdqq) contributions to the deep 
inelastic structure functions is 
shown in Fig. 8a and b. Be see 
that existence of gluon exchange 
graphs, plus vacuum polarization 
insertions, automatically yield 
an intrinsic luudqq) Fock state, 

A complete calculation nust take *nto account the binding of the 
gluon and qq constituents inside the hadron (see Fig, 7) so that the 
analysis Is necessarily non-perturbative. 

He also note that the normalization of the juudqq) state Is not 
necessarily tied to the noiBslizatlon of the |uudg) consonants since 
the latter only refer to transversely polarized glnous; Fig. 7 shows 
that qq-pairs also arise from the longitudinal-scalar (instantaneous) 
part of the vector potential. 

(0) (bl 
Fig, 8, a) Example with contribution 
to the deep inelastic structure func
tions from an extrinsic quark q. 
b) Example vith' contribution to the 
deep inelastic structure functions 
from an intrinsic quark q. 
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S. INTRINSIC HEAVY QUARK STATES 
The intrinsic heavy quark states exist an a long time scale. 

Hence, an estimata of the mixing probability should be possible la 
the static bag modal. 3 1 Such a study has been done by Donoghue and 
GolowieM 5 in the rest frame of the proeon. More precisely they 
consider states 

|p> - U(D. -*))?). C15) 

where fp>g la a proton 3-quark state and tt<0, - • ) is the tine de
velopment operator in the presence of a QCD interaction 

0(0, - -) - T exp[-i«r dt f dV 9(J0 yv Ap *>(*> *£(*)] (16) 

fa second order in the coupling constant 
6. quark pairs are produced according to 
Eq. (16) via the Mechanism in Figv 9. 
the probability of a particular qi-
conponent in the proton is obtained by an 
overlap of the vuvafunction (Eq. (15)) 
with itselC. Vaing bag wavefunctions3-
as inputs In Eq. (16) and sumning over 
the lowest states the authors of Set. 1} 
obtain the result 

Tig. 9. A cc pair produced 
by the action oi a gluon 
through the interaction* 
given in Eq. M)< 

P( luodwi)) ip( |ttUddd» : 
Ptlwdss)) tP( (wtidec)) 
0.20-0.15t0.09i0:O.01 

(W) 

which, as far as charm la concerned, is 
in agreement with the order of magnitude 
of the charm cross section observed at 

the ISR. It abould also be remarked that the results of Eq. (17) are 
still consistent with previous bag calculations for the -Katie 
quantities like magnetic moments and average aquare radii. For our 
purposes it would be desirable to have die calculation of the in
trinsic charm cemtent oi the proeon performed in tbe infinite momentum 
frame. This is presently being investigated.'1 

We now proceed to discuss the c-quark momentum distribution in a 
|uud«) state. The general foria of a Foek state wavefunctlon is 

•a-ii'*! 1 

r ( ifr**y 

i » l x 7 i 

(18) 
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where T i s the truncated tttvefuftctiott err vertex function. The actual 
fora »£ P mist 0* Obtained fT»» tne tfcn-ptrturijativ*? theory, but 
following Bof. 30 i t i s rea*.«»iiiible to take r a» a decreasing function 
of the off-energy-aha/ll viriablc 

« 2 

Independent cf the form f<iJl, vc can read off some general features 
of the quark distributions: 

{1) In the llalt Gf sere blading energy i> becomes singular and 
tha fractional aonentum distributions peak at the -values xj - E^/M. 
Mora generally* S is minimal and the longitudinal momentum distri
butions are aaxical tfhen the constituents with the largest transverse 
T»St 9^ - sfvt * fcj have the largest light-cone fraction -x.v This is 
equivalent CO tha Statement that constituents let a moving bound state 
tend to have the same rapidity. 

(2) the intrinsic transversa Bcmeittum o£ each quark in a Fock 
•tatt generally increases vith the quark mass. In the case of powpr 

-6 2 2 
law tfavefunetion -̂  » (*) v« have (k. > * m f t ; for &a exponential 
WlvafunctlOll ^ «• e , the dependence is <k 1> * m^. 

Zn the limit of large kj, one can use the operator product ex-
paneIon neat the light cone (or equivalently gluon exchange diagrams) 
to ptttV* that, aadylo logarithms, the Fock state vavefunctiotts fall 
off as inverse powers of k^. 1 £ For our purpose, which Is to illus
trate tha characteristic shape Df the Fock states containing heavy 
quarks, va will choose a simple power-law form for the Fock state 
longitudinal amentum distributions 

' (n) (*i V = !'(n) ^ r - r (is) 

where the o? are identified now as effective transverse masses 
**i • *i * ^ f )* a n < * E * t e (kf ) * r e averafte transversa fflomentuis. y i th 
this choice, single-quark distributions havt> pDver-iftv faU-offs 
(1 - j{)2 and (1 - x)5 far mesons and fearyons, respttctiyely. 

?ot example* consider a |<jQ) statu, e . s - , a D-meson. Here the 
aoneattsa distributions at the Z quarks are according to ESJ. (19) 
given by 

U 



?Cxj,x2i »= N 
6U V (2&> 

From this expression uc obtain the chained qwark distribution 

P(x l tx 2)dXj <= N' (21) 

where N* »'•&• S^»* at*! we take «? * D - « e , W* see t res Fig. 10 
that che c-quark tends to carry 
Best cf the B-tiMcn swaeanin 
<.(*l) " 0.73). Thia leading 
feature of the C-quark !• due 
to the Tact that the quarks 
should have roughly the ease 
velocity in order for the had-
ron to "stay together." Thla 
can be seen nore explicitly by 
minimising the ofl-ahellneas, 
i.e., the denominator in 

Fig. 10. The x. distribution ot the 
charmed s u a r k * n a B-meson. 

t 2 * 2 

3 VT (22) 

keeping the transverse masses fixed. (A related idea hat previously 
been considered by Bjotltcn and Suruki 3 3 in the Context of charm 
fragmentation into hadrons.) 

We t iouturn to the discussion of (uud($> and- |u§<$) s tates , 
For a |uudcc > proton vttcV. s tace the nonentum distribution Is given by 

(23) 

5 i i 2 2 
1ft the liJnit of heavy quarks m = fi' w ft » n> , A, ( i • 1,2,3) we 
get * P * 

12 



F(Xj»t»«+>*t) "AiS"') (Z«) 

vhtr* S5 • 3600 ?j lswdet«nsiit«d free Zdx]:...4x5P(x2,...T*5> = P5, 
vhtra ?s is the |uudce) Tock etate probability. Integrating over the 
light v-'"** <*i» xj Mid X3) w« get the chained quark distributions 

K* 4.x 5) • f S 5 
***S 

<x4 + x 5) 
(1 *4 " V (25) 

By perforata! one o»re intsgratttm ws obtain the charmed guar!; dis-
trliution 

P(x 5) - I MjxJ U (i - x5)(l + 10x 5 * x*) - 2x5Cl - x 5) log i 

which has avarage(xj)- 2/7 and in «howi in Fig. 11. This is to be 
contrasted with the corrtaponding light quark distribution derived 

from ECJ . (13) and shown in 
fit, 12 

6(1 - X l)'P 5 (27) 

Fig. 11. The x distribution of the 
charmed quark in « juudec) etate. 

The corresponding c- end u-quark 
distributions in a |uice) are 
obtained in the same way.111 

In order to ses the contribu
tion of the intrinsic cti-pairs 

UQ to the proton structure function 
m" w use the value for P5 * (J.01 

from the bag model calculations 
discussed above. The magnitude 
Oi the charm cross section at 
1SR <0.1-0.5 fcb)1 gi**s f^r ? 5: 

p . _ * £ - * J M J B L . COM 
5 2 c l M l 2 ' 3 0 B b 

If tha production nexshanlsa Is Inelastic and 

(28) 

°*c * 250 ub 
2 ^ 7 * CTTS * °*m 

IZ9) 
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rig. 12. ?h* * distribution of a 
l ight quark in a |uudcc> statft t 

1.6 —r -

j 1.0 -

0.5 -

0 < , 
0 0.5 

it 
1,0 

if it is diffractivc. The** 
two possibilities will ba dla-
cvasod In the next aectiocu tta 
conclod* chat th* ebara crooe 
section at ISR ia coapttiHt 
with *$ » O.ttt. 

Tht charmed quark distri
bution e(x) - ?(x &) abould be 
mensurable is lepto-productlca 
for high enough <)2 « nd 
w* > »|h - 23 Ca¥*. 8 < H I M to, 
measure c(x) at» e.g., x • 0.5 
requires Q 2 • 25 Ge¥* (x « 
Q !/(Q 2 + W 2 ) ) . tta emphasise 
that the intrinsic chars *a« 
e<x) la "rare" but not "vat" 
aa 4a clear from Fig. 13. A 
discussion on coopering e(x) 
with lupto-production data ia 
found in Sect. 6« In order to 
obtain intrinaie u, i and a-
diseribsitiona {|uuduu> atataa, 
ate.) the wevefunction in Xq. 
(19) naada a miner modification. 

Fig- 13. Comparison of the in
trinsic cham sea xc(x) (dashed 
line) with the total sea at 
Q 2 = 5 CeV* as parametrized by 
gef. 34. 

5, HADRONIC PRODUCTION OF CHASM 
Hadronic production of multiparticlo final etaten secure in two 

different ways* diffractige disaoclation and nendiffractive in
elastic production. 'Altho'ogh at least one sxperiisent <m AJ-oroduction 
has an explicit diffractive triggar, the situation for chant produc
tion is Car tram settled. We will discuss the two production oacha* 
nisms below in the light of Intrinsic Charm. 
A. Diffractive Dissociation 

Diffraccive production of high Mz~ftat«a can be interpreted as a. 
short distance phenomenon due to the large masses Involved. Thus 
perturbative <JCJJ shmild be applicable to seam axtent, This idea was 
first considered in Ref. 35 in ttw context of charm production* 
Recently these questions have ***» «t«di«d la wore detail for high 
mass diffracLion in general in terms of so-called "transparent 
states.">6->9 The idea i» simpl* and appealingi when the valance 
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quarks of a natron are close together the net color extension is 
almost zero and the hadron does not Interact with other hadrons. 
Hence the absorptive cross section Is small and the hadron scatters 
diffractively off the target which then appears to be transparent. 
This situation is, as pointed out by Ref. 37, very similar to an 
analogous process in QED: when e e~-pairs ete produced i« very high 
energy emulsion experiments, they can only be separated by distances 
aaaller than atonic sizes. The e+e~ has net charge zero—it Is not 
"Men" by surrounding atoms and hence it does not ionize and give 
rise to visible tracks. In Ref. 39 the authors explore the knowledge 
of the pion uavefunctlon in QCD at short distances in this context 
and derive interesting results for the jets emerging from the "trans
parent" target. 

As was discussed in connection with Eq. (18) one expects intrin
sic heavy quark states to have larfe (p^) and consequently small 
transverse dimension. It is therefore tempting to assume that the 
intrinsic heavy quark states scatter diffractively. With that 
assumption the authors of Ref. 39 obtain in the case of 12 Intrinsic 
charm on a nuclear target 

° d i ™ • 0.01 • o ! * 0.5 rab • A 2 / 3 (30) 
charm el 

This high value is encouraging as far as production of b- and t-
quarks are concerned. A diffractive production mechanism of heavy 
quarks is also very favorable as far as the combinatorial background 
is concerned. 

For the charm case the A- and D-spectra can be calculated in 
principle fron the strong overlap between the 5-quark and the charraed-
hadron state wavefunctions, allowing for decays of excited state, 
etc. For the purpose of obtaining the xp-distributions we shall use 
a simple recombination mechanism for the quarks involved in the 
states. Neglecting its binding energy, the A c spectrum is given by 
combining the u, d and c-quark In luudcc) to obtain 

XI 5 / x x ^? / 5 ^ 

n d vw c - *2 - x3 - v ^ v y s (' • E *i) 
(31a) 

(see Fig. 14) with ( X A P ) - 1/7 + 1/7 + 2/7 = 4/7. The 1SR ..l.ita for 
do/dx (pp •+ /.CX) (see fig. *») are consistent with the prediction from 
Eq.. (31) that charmed baryons are prodjeed in the forward fragmenta
tion region, although the existing data are r.«o scarce for a 
detailed comparison. He expect that the low x region for charm 
production will be filled in by both perturbative and higher Fock 
state intrinsic contributions. The corresponding distribution for 
D~(cd) is given by 
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«*t f .-> 
ei 5 

• M n 
•'O i -1 

ds.SCx,. x 5 ) 

14. The x distribution of the Fig 
A+ 
yonent of the proton 
Aj from the intrinsic charm eom-

0 0,6 t 
' - • I *tf *9W 

Fig. IS. The x distribution of 
the D~ from the intrinsic charm 
component of the proton. 

(31b) 
with <xn-> - 1/7 + 2/? • 3/7, 
and IS shown in Fig. 15. The 
D+(cd) distribution would, in 
principle, be obtained fron the 
|uodCcd3> Feck state of the 
proton, where ths dH could be 
extrinsic or intrinsic. As
suming that the 5 moaentua is 
small> the B* distribution 
should be closa to tMC of the 
c-quaric shown in Fig. 11, 
These predictions apply for 
forward production (xp -2 0.1), 
where porturbative contribu
tions and higher Fock state 
contributions can be neglected. 
Spectra for pion induced re
actions are obtained in the 
sane way.1** 

In addition to charmed 
mesons and baryons, the J/^ may 
also be produced ditfractively 
from the intrinsic charm com
ponent of the proton. Compared 
to the charm production cross 
section at FNAJL energies27 

o<-.;N f M O a 20 l>b , (32) 

J/iji production data around 200 
Ce¥ give1*0 

a(irN * WO " 100 nb 

Further, the observed xp-distribution appears to be aore strongly 
peaked near x =: 0 compHred to what would be expected from the in
trinsic charm distribution. Evidently most of the it production comes 
from other central production mechanisms such as gluort an. q<f 
fusion.19 In order for the intrinsic charo model to be consistent, 
there must be a large suppression factor f*« the * production from 
the intrinsic charm compared to the D production 

a(ttW * ji>X) 
a(tsN -» D>X) 

I 5 10 -s (33) 
intrinsic charm 
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In fact, there are a umber of factor* which act to suppress the 
production of forward ft fro* Che Intrinsic cham 

(1) in the decay of tat |wtdcc) state, th« probability that the 
c quark covbises co form a cc syatm la about 1/4 ff lanor suppression). 
Siadlarly, the flavor suppression factor for the |uacE> state is about 
1/2. 

(2) A cc systea can ho forad In either a color octet cc or 
singler, cc state. The color octet cc atata shovid lotaraet with 
other colored particles 3*4 Is an* t likely to decay Into opaa chata 
particles such as D's. Therefore, we can take only the color singlet 
combination of cc for 6 production. Thia occur* only 1/9 of the tine 
(color suppression). 

C3) if the color singlet cc systen ha» a B A S S larger than the 
DO threshold, it will decay strongly Into cbarned particles rather 
than A prediction. Therefore, we hove to require that the invariant 
mass H c_ is below the D 6 threshold tstass suppression) 

2n < 
c 

H c e * <34) 

In Eef. 14 
Eq. (25). 

,4«J 
the M 2 
From tfiat 

distribution (see Fig, 16) was calculated from 
distribution one obtains 

J.-2 " JH 2-4m cc 
10 (35) 

(4) £ven_if the cc sya-
tera is below DD threshold, it 
may be realized as Xt n« a f t a 

V' states which do not decay 
into a's. we cstiaate this' 
suppression factor as 1/3 
(channel suppression). If wo 
combine toe factors In (1)-
(4) we obtain the very rough 
theoretical estimate 

Fig. 16. The <c sues apsctrua In the 
Intrinsic char* state (uudec> . The 
shaded area corresponds to the », n , 
ft and p* productIon. 

a<*K * OX) 
at*". + VX) » 5 v 10 

intrinsic cham 
(36) 

Despite these uncertainties. It is clear that although the" intrinsic 
charm model dies predict 6 production in the forward fragmentation 
region, the rate is ex a very suppressed level. 
B. Inelastic HondIftractive Production 

In Eef. 41 a perturbatlve analysis was carried out using the 
graphs of Fig. 2c. For the chera gears distribution e(*> the 
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anchors V M essentially that from 
from. Fig. 17, the final charm 
x-epectrs get contributions Iron 
both the spectator c end the on* 
participating in the Fig" 2c 
subprocess. 

We end this sectl a by dis
cussing the energy 4er maeaca 
far heavy quark pndw tion. 

For pertwhativa heney quark 
production mechanism*," the 
energy dependence of the cross 
section essentially comes from the 
loner limit ma/(2^5) of convolu
tion integral*, and givea rlrn to 
a logarithmic energy dependence. 
To sevdy the energy dependence of 
the "diffret, tion" mechanism with 
"intrinsic" heavy quarks ve will 
use the empirical formula for high 
mass diffraction46 

the intrinsic chars 47 as is 

0.4 0.6 
• mk *L 

Fig. 1?. longitudinal 
distributions front Ref. 41 for 
charm in pp •*• ccX based <m the 
diagrams of Ffg- 2c- The input 
Cham distribution is essen
tially that of the intrinsic 
chirm. 

do 
dK* 

• «. 
1 
7 

<37) 

vaHd for « ! j ! CeV2. The integrated cliorm cross section is given 
by 

f l 

(1 - „£_ (38) 

ubere in this ease H? ia the threshold vale* for associated produc
tion of a pfcir of haaVona containing charmed quarks. The upper 
limit K? U determined (row Che klnemtical relation rtf - a(l - *j) 
where *i ie the l o w fractional momentum cut on the recoiling 
proton/ In the IS* np * P l A c X experiment* one « * 8 R e ™ - « ™ » 
with Xi a 0.8, If we assume that essentially all the char- cross 
section o, * 300 ub la due to diffraetlva production, then «e can **-
t ^ m £ It - 7 7 ub. Fro. i*i» me predict that at S** » * « « ; ̂ l e 
ts w «QQ~*00 GeY*), the toeal pp + charm cross section should be of 
the order of J50 u». Clearly thla prediction is larger then present 
evertnental data at SPS/FIMl «4tt both oion ̂ nd proton t*?* 9: 
The energy dependence thus sees* to he stronger then vhat is implied 
by Ed. <30). 

Concerning prediction of heavy quark* on « ^ ^ V ? r g , l f .™*f. 
expects an AZ/3-dependence from the Intrinsic charm model. This is 
in contrast to the perturtetive hard scattering cross section, rfrlch 
should he proportional to A. 
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As ?«r as the production of b- ami t-enarks are concerned, one 
c m argue on general grounds chat the probability of a hadron to 
eonmln an Intrinsic heavy quark pair should fall as 

p — • 
2 

a A (39) 

where It is a hadron alia parameter. using the same (l-x)-cut aa in 
Eq. (38) and m c - 20 GeV one obtains the cross sections for b- and 
t-quark production aa Shown in Table J. 

Table I- Cross auction for b- and t-pioJuction at ISft and 
Tevatron energies from Kq. (38) and (39). The numbers in 
parentheses are the conventional porturbatlve QCD-predlcClon*. 

ISR {f* - A3 GeV) Tcvatron iJ* « 2000 GeV) 

0». 20 ceV) 

13 ub <Q.5> 
0 

70 wb (2) 
3 Vb (0.1) 

7, THE INTRINSIC CHASM AKD IXPXOTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTS 
As is clear fro* Fig. 13, the intrinsic char* sea is very small 

cosjpsred to the total nan* However, it should be visible in experi
ments explicitly looking for leptoptvdactlon of cham. This is the 
« • • la dinuon production (Fig. 18a) 

iff + uVx (60) 

Fig. 18. Lepto-productlon of charm 
froo the intrinalc charn sea and 
Via the proton-gluon fusion model, 
respectively. 

where one of the final state 
raoorts originates from charm 
decay. However, there exists a 
competing process vich similar 
experimental signature, photon-
gluon fusion*** (Pig. lfib), The 
two processes should be additive. 
Analyses of reaction (40) is 
somewhat model dependent as far 
as the charm fragmentation 
function, DJjCz.ki2) Is coneiirned. 
The EMC-collaceration has ex
tracted the char* structure 
function F| Iron the data 4 3 and 
the result is shown in Pig. 19. 
Unfortunately the data only ex
tends to x Bj - 0.24 so it dees 
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not provide a crucial test for intrinsic charm on a 12 level but it 
is clear from Fig. 19 that the intrinsic churn saturates the highest 
Q* data point. However, at high <fi one expects the QCD-evolutlon to 
have changed the Initial e(x)-distribution. In fact it turn* out 
that 

<x(20D)> xe<x,<f - 200 Gev')dx = 0.20 (*!•) 

as compared to 

<*rt)v £«(*.0>< 2 
7 0-29 Ulb> 

using OX = (1 + I- 5 2) cev with 
A - 0.15-0.A GeV. 

Although the Intrinsic charm 
contribution to the total struc
ture function F 2 is snail 
globally, it is nubstantial at 
large x (-105; for x « 0.5). D. P. 
Roy*6 has used this feature to ac
count for the anomalously email 
scale breaking (A • 0.15 observed 
in uN-dntn without affecting the 
5 U O H I T or CDHS results (A = 
0.3-0.4 GeV). The idea is the 
following: The value A =• 0.4 GeV 
corresponds to a 302 decrease, of 
F§" at large x and Q 2 - 20-200 
GaV2, Correspondingly A • 0-1 GeV 
represents a 20% decrease. Since 
the charm threshold occurs in nN-
reactions for Q* i 20 GeV, the 
intrinsic charm (-10X for x - 0.5) 
increases T~ s i n t h i s r e 6 l o n 

thereby lowering the .nr-aront 
value of .\. (In the FV!»-case 
this effect is very small since 
(1) only half of the charm quarks 
are excited, and (2) the rise oc
curred ;») ready at Q2 < 20 CeV 2). 
The amount of intrinsic charm re
quired tj account lor the discrepancy between p- and v-experltncnts 
for different values of A is shown in Table II. 

A very interesting implication of intrinsic tharn for vt^end 
charge current reactions is the production of beauty quarks (vc * ji 
and vc •* uTO-'1* The subsequent Isotonic doesy of the b and 6 than 
leads to szme-stgn uuon pairs (see rig. 20). The experimentally ob
served rate of same-sign noon pairs Is unexpectedly high, although 
the different experiments do not all agree- The c -*• b process 

Fig. 19. F;j(v,Qz) " *c<x,Q2) as 
extracted from uS •* iiuX in Kef. 
43. The full curve is the en-
pec ted contribution from intrin
sic chirm and the dashed curve 
is the prediction fron the photon-
gluon fusion model with a. • 0,42. 
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Table II. QCD induced decrease of F;j (X = -5,Q ) over 
Q^ •= 20 •+ 200, for various values of A. Also shown are 
the corresponding magnitudes of the i-trinsic charm com
ponent, required to reproduce a net dec-ease of 20£, as 
observed hy EMC, 

A(EeV) .10 .17 .25 .32 

F 2(20) F 2(2O0) 
F 2(20) 19.6K 22. UX 25X 27% 29.4% 

Required size Of 
the jr.trinsic 
charm component 

0% 0.5% VA 1.5% 2% 

works in the right direction, but with 
present limits on the standard left-handed 
c-b coupling the theoretical prediction 
from intrinsic charm is below some experi
mental data. Hot-ever, in the context of 
topless models right-handed couplings, 
(c.Wj, have been suggested which in
creases the same sign dlmuon production 
from the intrinsic charm.1*6 

Fig. 20. Same sign dl
muon pair production 
from the intrinsic charm 
component of itucleons. 

S. CONCLUSIONS 

Ke conclude with the following remarksJ 

• Perturbntivf QCD With conventional Inputs works well for 
hidden heavy quark production (e.g., '^,T). The dortlnant 
subprocess is glupn-gluun fusion. 

• Foi' open heavy quark production the predictions frt>ru 
perturbatlve QCD are in conflict with, in particular, data 
an pp •* A+X. 

• It is found that higher Pock cc-states in the proton on the 
IX levol. as suggested by bag model calculations, gives a 
natural explanation of the open etiartn production data. 

• These intrinsic charm states, |uudcc), .ire believed to have 
small transverse extension. Hence Lhey could materialize 
diffractively in the context of "transparent states." 

• Since the intrinsic heavy quark states scale with m? one 
expects nunnegligihle cross sections for hadronlc production 
of b- and t-quarks. Furthermore, In dlffractive configura
tions the combinatorial background Is less serious t-.ion the 
central collision processes. 
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Much more theoretical and experimental uork is needed, in 
particular: 

• Better understanding of higher Fuck states in general; perform 
refined calculation in the bag model in infinite rouoentum 
frame. 

a 1B charm produced diffraetively or not? 
• Measurement of c(x) at large Xg, in leptoproduction 

experiments. 
• Hore experimental study of charm production in the FNAL/SPS 

energy region. 
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